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DENVER BRONCOS TRAINING CAMP QUOTES (8/19/11) 

 

HEAD COACH JOHN FOX  
 
Injury Report  
“*DT+ Ty Warren, triceps. *DT+ Marcus Thomas, *WR+ Demaryius Thomas, *TE+ Richard Quinn, *G+ Stanley Daniels—actually the 
two guys that did come back to practice today were *DT Ronnell+ Brown and *S Brian+ Dawkins, so they’re up.  
 
On WR Demaryius Thomas’ return 
“Well, it’s just day to day. He’s coming along just fine, and when the medical staff clears him, we’ll put him out there.” 
 
On the starter’ playing time tomorrow 
“(The starters will play) probably into the second quarter, exactly how far, I don’t know yet. Depends on how the game goes, but 
they’ll play the first quarter and into the second quarter.” 
 
On the quarterback rotation 
“That will be a game-time decision. From a competitive standpoint, we can talk about that after the game, not before the game.” 
 
On gameday captains 
“On offense I have *WR+ Brandon Lloyd and *T+ Ryan Clady, and on defense I have *CB+ Champ Bailey and *LB+ D.J. Williams and 
special teams [WR] Eddie Royal.” 
 
On deciding who is a captain 
“I think it’s just an opportunity for guys who have established themselves to some degree on the team and giving them an 
opportunity to see how being a captain is.” 
 
On being at the first game at Invesco on September 10, 2001 
“I remember we got our butt kicked. I remember it was a long flight home. I remember [Denver Broncos WR 1995-2003] Ed 
McCaffrey got his leg broke. I knew Ed for some time. You don’t like to see players hurt—your team or theirs. I remember we 
flew back into a hornet’s nest because it was September 11.” 
 
On the stadium’s name change 
“There’s two sides of football. There’s the business and there’s the football. That’s definitely a business side. Whatever is going 
to help the Denver Broncos organization, we’re all for. I don’t think it’s a huge thing in everybody’s mind. The field will be the 
same.” 
 
On what he expects from RB Knowshon Moreno  
“We want to keep improving our run game. It’s something we’ve emphasized. I’m a firm believer that you get what you 
emphasize, and the runningbacks are a big part of that. I think he has worked very hard this offseason. I think there’s a 
noticeable difference in his speed and conditioning, so, hopefully, he gets one game better. “ 
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On improvements between the first and second preseason games 
“I just think getting the gang better. I’d like to see us execute better— less penalties, a little bit better execution in the red area 
offensively, a little crisper tackling, a little better executing on defense.” 
 
On Bills’ DT Marcel Dareus 
“Knowing Marcel, he’s going to be fired up regardless. There’s no doubt he’s a fine football player. We decided to go a different 
direction, but it was no slight on him.” 
 
On not tipping his hand against Buffalo 
“There’s a little bit that goes into that, but we see them so late in the season, a lot of things will change by then. You just listen 
for things- there are certain little calls- but I’m not sure anyone’s going to remember that in December.” 
 
On his offensive philosophy 
“I believe you’ve got to be able to do both.  I think when you get one-dimensional on offense, you give the defense a little 
advantage—so being able to do both and execute both based on what the defense does.” 
 
 


